Laurie Reyon:
Reyon is an internationally known Inter-Species Communicator and Soul Healer. Reyon’s gift allows
her to speak to the animals and the Angels and translate their messages to humanity. She recognizes
the Cetaceans as the ancients Beings and Master Healers on this planet. Reyon works in sacred
partnership with Master Cat Puddah, and the Whales and Dolphins.
Reyon is a collaborating author of the bestselling book: "Whales and Dolphins Forever" (Available on
Amazon.com). Reyon is a film maker and in June of 2015 released their amazing new and
transformational film “Ascension Guidance – Living in Your Sacred Heart.” This is the first film ever
created by a human and a Master Cat that shares her wisdom with the world about consciousness and
the next step in our evolution.
Her work includes boat trips and retreats to interact with wild and free dolphins and whales, where
she translates the messages of the Cetaceans for everyone. She also facilitates retreats and
workshops in many locations where people can swim with the dolphins and whales. Reyon is the
creator of the Whale & Dolphin Energy Light Medicine work and school. The Dolphin and Whale
Energy Medicine creates a Crystalline Matrix in the human form, activating dormant DNA and allowing
the human to carry more Light, thus preparing them for Ascension.
Reyon is an Animal Communicator and teacher, a certified Akashic Records Consultant, a Life Path
Intuitive and a Telepathic teacher. She offers an individualized Spiritual Coaching and Healing program
entitled “Coaching into Consciousness”.
Laurie Reyon is certified to teach the Munay-Ki, Shamanic Rites of Passage and Initiation. The MunayKi are the nine great rites of the Peruvian Shaman which clear and create your Luminous Light Energy
Body.
Reyon has been named “Standing Whale Mother” by the Native Americans and she brings the wisdom
and healing energies of the whales and the dolphins to the people, guided by Spirit and the energy of
Master Cat Puddah. Reyon has recently received information from the Whales and Dolphins on how
to use their energy to activate and calibrate the HUMAN DNA and assist the humans in preparing for
Ascension.
In 1994 she suffered an accident with complications and ultimately experienced a radiant Near-Death
Experience during which she actually died for six minutes. She subsequently lived in Baja Mexico
where she began interacting with the local dolphins and whales, being taught their wisdom and
writing their stories and prayers.
Reyon is a steward for many authentic, monatomic, healing Andara Crystals.
Currently, Reyon and Master Cat Puddah work as an Ascension team. They operate the OmniDimensional Mystery School in Oceanside, CA.
Reyon & Master Cat Puddah have a monthly radio show where they offer healing meditations and
processes to the audience. See McLeanMasterworks.com and visit our Media Page to listen to past
shows.

Master Cat Puddah - Seth
Master Cat Puddah is an Ascension Guide, Wisdom teacher and an aspect of the Ancient Soul of Seth.
Seth is a Master Healer and is dedicated to assisting humanity at this time of great transformation.
This Soul has incarnated into the body of a cat five separate times during Laurie Reyon's life and
continues to work in sacred partnership through their telepathic connection. Each time Master
Puddah has brought Reyon many gifts; including wisdom, great healing, remembrance of her star
lineage and the gift of telepathy. Master Puddah was instrumental in teaching Reyon to speak
telepathically to the dolphins and assisting her in becoming a “voice” for the Dolphins. At present,
“Master Puddah” is incarnated as a female cat whose greatest joy in life is to assist others in raising
their vibration through her teachings and healing energy. Master Puddah – Seth asked Reyon to assist
her in making the film “Ascension Guidance – Living in Your Sacred Heart.” During 2018 she assisted
Reyon in creating the teaching manuals for the Whale & Dolphin Energy Light Medicine School. Seth
continues to channel Galactic wisdom through Reyon and together they teach many metaphysical and
healing classes and webinars.
Master Puddah Quote: “I bring Awareness or Remembrance of Love from the Creator and One Source.
I give birth to a Higher Love whenever that intent is given or allowed for in my presence.”
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